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About This Game

Triumph over evil with the hand you’re dealt!

SteamWorld Quest is the roleplaying card game you’ve been waiting for! Lead a party of aspiring heroes through a beautifully
hand-drawn world and intense battles using only your wits and a handful of cards. Take on whatever threat comes your way by

crafting your own deck choosing from over 100 unique punch-cards!

What awaits you is a luscious treasure chest filled with gold, dragons, vivid worlds, magic, knights in shining armor as well as
XP, turn-based battles and all that good RPG stuff! The game’s humorous mix of traditional fantasy and steampunk robots

makes for an unforgettable experience with lots of laughs.
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Title: SteamWorld Quest: Hand of Gilgamech
Genre: Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Image & Form Games
Publisher:
Thunderful
Franchise:
SteamWorld
Release Date: 31 May, 2019

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: 2 GHz, SSE2 support

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 2.1-compatible, 512 MB video memory, framebuffer object support. E.g. Intel HD 4600 or better.

Storage: 750 MB available space

Additional Notes: You may need to update your graphics drivers for OpenGL 2.1 support.

English,French,Italian,German,Russian
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This is an earlier release from Artifex and it unfortunately does show. I'll put my hand up to be a spell and/or grammar checker
for any AM games if you'd like as there is too many easy typos to find, easier than identifying the plot in this game. On the
achievements (which I love in any game on Steam), I really have an issue with a reward being given for using a hint 40 times in
a game. I finished the game with not one hint yet I'll need to go back over the game to earn the 'finish the tutorial' hint and the
'used 40 hints' achievement. The Hidden Object games make it wayyyy too easy for players to find a way out these days and
people really should get a challenge out of a game or why bother. For those of us who grew up with Jane Jensen's games will
know what I mean. Anyways, I put this game in context: it's a very rough early AM game and there have been many more
success stories that have come with more recent experiences. The positive in the game are the hidden object scenes are good,
beyond that it's pretty standard fare. 5/10. Way too difficult, not funny.. A very good and unique RTS but NOT like the first!

If you play this game first and you have NEVER played the first Perimeter please FIRST read the manual. You can also read 
here my review and here another one that is VERY helpful too.

The game is very good in comparison with the first as a difficulty level and learning. This is the game that K-D LABS should
propose as first instead of the original Perimeter that has a VERY difficult campaign and explains nothing. Here, as an
expansion noone explains much either but ALL the campaign missions have tricks to be beaten. Really, in very few missions
you'll need classic RTS gaming or vast armies. You can do with few and tricks.

The story continues as the Steam description of the game writes. But the end was expected at some point. Human race will NOT
survive after all those battles and a new Artificial Intelligence will be the NEW God. In "Nexus: The Jupiter Incident" we have
the same ending but there is in good fortune as the new AI is the new God, a guide, but humans survive and expand. In
Perimeter expansion human race has missfortune. "There is NO child of Earth between the worlds" are the words of the AI.

The game is a very good experience as I said before. You have ALL the classic weapons, units and style of the first Perimeter
but you have 3 more units that are based in a new lab, the Electric Lab. You'll like playing with maps in campaign. I liked it.
The very BAD thing here is that the HeartBack faction is missing. HeartBack is included in story, NOT the story mode, JUST in
story. Both in campaign and multiplayer there is NO HEARTBACK faction. So we have ONLY 2 factions, the Exodus and the
Empire. The game story will be completed in 24 mixed campaign missions, so the missions are NOT organised as separate
factions but like one story.

The graphics are the same with the first Perimeter. There are fewer cinematics to none at all at some point. But the story is more
interesting than the first game.

The sounds are as Good as the first. you'll here some new but you'll not get stick with it much.

After all those, I would say that you'll have to play it as a guide to learn the units and HAVE FUN, the one that the first game
NEVER gave you. You'll have some fun with the new units as well. But as a multiplayer game I would choose the first because
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of the 3 factions and more complexity. Despite the great story mode I waited much more from the expansion. Something that
could really change the experience of the game. So I will say that Perimeter: Emperor's Testament is a very good and unique
successor RTS but NOT like the first!. Edit: the update fixed my issues. Now I can finaly enjoy the game.

Looks great, if only it was remotely playable using the Oculus Touch controllers.
I have never experienced such a horrible control scheme for VR.
The buttonmapping is all over the place, its weird an unnatural. The movement requires you to press en hold down the analog
stick to move (at a snails pace). Besides that you wreck your controller that way faster then you move, it shows there was little to
no Rift playtesting. so who knows, this might actually be fine on a Vive (I do hope so for you).

How can a huge company like Ubisoft not come to the conclusion that this controlscheme does not work.
Sure you can use a Xbox controller, that works fine; but why though if you can go full VR?

I was really looking forward to this for a long time, and I appreciate that Ubisoft is on the forefront of AAA VR games.
So I hate giving this a thumbs down. But to anyone looking for that VR experience that was teased on E3 and uses an Oculus
Rift + Touch is going to be disapointed.

Im holding on, hoping that they patch this; or at least give the player some configuration into the controls so I can fix it myself.
Lets hope they give a♥♥♥♥♥♥. 10/10, best flying through the air 300 times and throwing controller simulator 2017.. Very
laggy if played fullscreen... impossibly small if not played fullscreen. (Fullscreen is basically the original 2003 game
letterboxed.)

I was hoping to play, as it's still a fun game, but the lag makes it impossible.. Worked pretty good so far, but I had to reinstall
Windows10 and now it's not starting anymore. People have the same problem in Steam forums and dev won't answer them...
Assume that your 60 bucks are gone if you buy it.... I play this quite often. I'm a "pub" player. It's rare that anyone is trolling or
causing trouble. Possibly it's the servers that I play on. My general experience with this game is good. I see a lot of the same
people and play with them often. I don't *know* these people, but I feel like I know them on some level through our gameplay.
I'm always willing to help new players out if they would like. This, for me, is the most rewarding game in my library.. A very
simple, minimalist, game that looks very cute, and is slightly challenging if you are playing it casually as a completionist.
Controller support is very solid, might even work if it's a NES controller with its very few buttons. The animations are nice,
pretty fluid and dynamic and the soundtrack may sound repetitive, but it's all related to themed levels so it works pretty fine and
sounds nostalgic. It's worth the 9$ and would be cool to see a bigger sequel in the future.. This game is a bit of a throw back to
the early 2000's with it's own campy style. I highly enjoyed it. What this game did was accomplish more for me so far (hour and
20 min's in) is a good building of scare and alot of emotion as you find out more about a certian someone. i actually throughly
enjoyed this and surprised at how good it was.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=K5u7Ayrrups&feature=youtu.be
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Pretty difficult, but highly enjoyable. Great soundtrack. Love the old-school pixel graphics.. First indie horror game I've played
on PC was quite enjoyable. The atmosphere was creepy and unsettling, the art directioin was pretty unique for an indie title. The
game does have some gameplay mechanics that are a bit confusing but once I figured them out it was fun. After an hour I tried
the game with my Oculus and the optimization was okay. VR really enhanced the creepiness.

Decent indie game with the added bonus of VR. Neplohoe 2D myasco. Options are very limited, and the length is much shorter
compared to most CYOA, but it's still a pretty fun experience, and it leaves enough ambiguous about the world to leave room
for imagination.. tbh I still like Zebruh after this route but it doesnt change the fact that I'd gladly kick him across a football
feild lmao

Draw & Win SteamWorld Quest for Steam!:

Howdy, everyone!
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